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Seminar on Tunisian Tourism in Nagoya 
 

The Tunisian Embassy has organized on April the 21st, 2005  
in the Hotel Westin Castle Nagoya a seminar the theme of 
which is the Tunisian Tourism. This seminar is called to 
trigger the increase of Japanese tourists’ visits and stays in 
Tunisia. The event has taken place in presence of H.E. M. 
Tijani Haddad, Tunisian Minister of Tourism who came to 
Japan both to have contacts with Japanese Tour Operators 
and to visit Expo AICHI 2005. Many presentations have 
been made during that meeting about the touristic Tunisian 
Product (diving, hunting, Saharan, Beach, Cultural and 
Archeological, Golf, Sport, Thalassotherapy...) and transport 
means between Tunisia and Japan (airlines Tunis Air, Air 
France, Lufthansa).  
The seminar has also dealt with other topics in connection 

with Tunisian Tourism, such as Tunisian cooking. 
 
Fashion show 

 
The meeting was followed by a diner during 
which a show has been performed in his first 
part by the Belly dancer Haifa Bouzouita and 
the musical Group HAIFA composed of three 
Musicians. The second part of the evening was 
animated by a fashion show where Tunisian 
Top Models presented a collection of 
traditional and wedding dresses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A Japanese Painter exhibits at the Pavilion 
 
Beginning from the 1st Jury and during one month, a Japanese Painter, Shin Ohmi is going to exhibit his 
work in the first floor of the Tunisian Pavilion. This was the 23rd of April the purpose of the discussion 
between the Pavilion management and the Painter who achieved his paintings in Tunisia recently when he 
has gone to the South where he was impressed by the beauty of the Oasis. 

 
Contact of Managers of the Tunisian Pavilion: Hatem Karoui, on 09064920671 or Ahmed Sellami on 080 
3446 1103 
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